TERSANO BULLETIN ON THE CORONAVIRUS

Monday, March 9, 2020

We are receiving numerous inquiries regarding the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Many questions are related to whether SAO is effective against the virus.

The scientific name for the coronavirus is “coronaviridae.” The coronaviridae virus falls into the group of viruses that are easiest to kill. The coronaviridae is classified as an “enveloped” virus. According to the global scientific community: “Enveloped viruses are the least resistant...once the envelope is damaged, the integrity of the virus is compromised, thereby neutralizing its infectivity.” Stabilized Aqueous Ozone kills viruses like this quickly and easily. Please see the attached document listing all the viruses SAO kills at a rate of 99.99% effectiveness. The coronavirus is just like these other viruses.

Because of this, the chief medical officer at the main hospital in Wuhan, China, has ordered 300 iClean™ minis and 20 SAO dispensers for use in the hospital for sanitizing and disinfection. He is aware of the power of Stabilized Aqueous Ozone to kill viruses like this – and he trusts Tersano equipment.

We will be testing SAO against the coronavirus and we will keep you up-to-date as we continue to learn more. In the meantime, if you have questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.
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